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Answers to questions prior to hearing

Horizon Power

Hon Tim Clifford MLC asked:

1. What renewable energy projects are proposed for the North West Interconnected System:

(a) Please provide a breakdown of each project name, type, proponents, total cost, State
Government contributions, and estimated completion date?

2. Which electricity providers are used to service the energy needs of WA public schools? Please
provide a table with a breakdown for each, including length of contract:

(a) What are the current annual costs of energy for WA public schools? Please provide a
table with a breakdown for each; and

(b) What are the total carbon emissions generated by WA public schools? Please provide
a table with a breakdown for each?

3. I refer to Horizon Power s oil, coal and gas energy generation assets:

(a) How much energy did these assets contribute to the North West Interconnected
System in the 2019-20 financial year? Please provide a breakdown per asset?

4. I refer to Horizon Power's renewable energy generation assets:

(a) How much energy did these assets contribute to the North West Interconnected
System in the 2019-20 financial year? Please provide a breakdown per asset?

5. What is the average renewable energy, and average storage, capacity of Horizon Power's
stand alone power systems:

(a) In the past financial year, on average, how many times were the back-up diesel
generators of Horizon Power's stand alone power systems used?

6. Which electricity providers are used to service the energy needs of WA hospitals? Please
include length of contracts:

(a) What is the current annual cost of energy for WA hospitals? Please provide a table
with a breakdown for each;

(b) What are the total carbon emissions generated by WA hospitals? Please provide a
table with a breakdown for each;

(c) Has the Government evaluated the job creation opportunities and financial savings
that could be created by improving energy efficiency and installing solar on WA
hospitals?



Answer

1. Northwest Interconnected System (NWIS) project information is commercial in confidence.
Renewable projects within Horizon Power s network service area which sit outside the NWIS
include:

(a) Denham Demonstration Project: Trial to test whether hydrogen can meaningfully
displace the use of diesel, and gain a technical understanding of how to integrate this
technology into electricity networks and its application to microgrids.

(b) Esperance Power Project: This project includes a battery energy storage system,
two new wind turbines and central solar farm. It will reduce carbon emissions by almost
50 per cent compared to the existing power supply arrangements and generate up to
46 per cent of Esperance s electricity annually through a new renewables  hub.

(c) Onslow Power Project: This trial will enable the significant expansion of how much
renewable energy Horizon Power can allow onto its networks and how the network
impacts of high-renewable penetration can be managed for the benefit of customer.
The Onslow Power Project is delivering cleaner, greener energy to Onslow with fossil
fuel savings of about 820 tonnes of C02 emissions per year.

(d) Solar Schools Program: 30 public schools in remote and regional WA will benefit
Horizon Power supplying and installing rooftop solar systems. This will significantly
reduce energy costs and greenhouse gas emissions by more than 2,000 tonnes
annually.

(e) Standalone Power Systems (SPST Units will be deployed to selected rural customers,
offering more reliable electricity without the need to be connected to the overhead
electricity network. SPS use solar and battery technology to generate and store
electricity, and will allow more customers to benefit from safer, higher quality and more
reliable power.

(f) Electrical Vehicle (EV) Pilot: The EV Pilot seeks to increase Horizon Power's
understanding about customer's experience of EVs, the impact of grid charging and
prepare regional communities for the future.

(g) Derby Shire/Hospital Rooftop Solar: New rooftop solar systems will be installed across
the Shire of Derby's portfolio of buildings and the town's conventional streetlights with
be replaced with smart LED streetlights.

Horizon Power will also work with Derby Hospital to co-design and install a large-scale
solar PV and battery solution. This will significantly reduce the Hospital's annual power
costs and enable more funds to be redirected into frontline services in the community.

2. Refer to response provided by the Minister for Education.

3. Horizon Power does not own or operate oil or coal assets in its network service area. Horizon
Power's temporary diesel generation asset does not contribute to the NWIS however this does
not account for all generation assets in the NWIS.

4. N/A



5. With regard to Horizon Power s SPS, the average renewable energy fraction is 82.5 per cent,
and average storage capacity is 25kWh.

(a) In the past financial year, on average, the back-up diesel generators on the SPSs were
used 159 times. This consists of both scheduled maintenance runs and on poor weather
events.

6. Refer to response provided by the Minister for Health.

Minister's initials


